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Abstract: There are many studies that focus on extracting harmonics from both DC and AC sides of
grid-interfaced photovoltaic (PV) systems. Based on these studies, the paper introduces an efficient
method depending on hybrid DC voltage, and an active and reactive power (DC-V PQ) control
scheme in a single-stage three-phase grid-interfaced PV system. The proposed scheme is designed to
regulate DC voltage to minimize power loss and energy share between the network reconfiguration
and the utility grid. Moreover, the technique is more effective at dealing with uncertainty and has
higher reliability under various operating scenarios. These operations are the insertion of linear
load 1, nonlinear load, and linear load 2. Moreover, a novel objective function (OF) is developed
to improve the dynamic response of the system. OF is coupled with a particle swarm optimization
(PSO) algorithm and a gradient optimization (GBO) algorithm. The analysis and the comparative
study prove the superiority of GBO with counterfeits algorithm.

Keywords: voltage source inverter (VSI); power quality; DC voltage; feedforward decoupling control
strategy; grid-connected microgrid

1. Introduction

Single- and two-stage networks are the popular techniques used to design voltage
source inverter (VSI)-based PV-grid-connected generators [1]. In the single-stage PV design,
the VSC connects to the PV system through regulation of the DC-link voltage, as shown
in Figure 1. The dual stage, as illustrated in Figure 2, contains additionally a DC/DC
converter connected between the VSI and PV system. In the AC side of both systems, the
VSI is cascaded with the utility grid at a point of common coupling through (PCC) after a
filter and circuit breaker to secure, manage, and seamlessly transfer power [2].

Single-stage design contains just one energy conversion process, which makes it more
convenient, economical, and effective than dual-stage design [3]. As a result of this, many
factories and companies tend to adopt single-stage topology in most of their work. To
comply with the demand of the industry domain, this paper exclusively focuses on the
single-stage PV system [4]. Table 1 gives some brief points between single-stage and
dual-stage grid-tied PV systems.
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tion times of zero, leading to the accumulation of event times, also known as the Zeno 

phenomenon, which must be avoided in the design of the controller. One study from the 
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Table 1. Comparison of single-stage and dual-stage grid-tied PV systems.

No. Single Stage Dual Stage

1 Unit control strategy utilized hybrid control of both
DC and AC voltage, and injected to DC/AC inverter.

DC and AC voltage regulation in
separated parts. DC part injected to DC/DC converter

whilst AC part injected to DC/AC inverter.

2 Complex, cost effective, high efficiency Simple control, high cost, efficiency degrades

3 Bi-directional Bi-directional with extra components

4 Component addon depends on power level Component addon relies on power level

5 Efficiency is higher, especially at rising power levels
and densities

Acceptable efficiency at low to medium power levels
and densities

6 Output stage more rugged Output stage less rugged

Sustainable development has been hindered by high carbon emissions. In recent years,
low-carbon factors have often been incorporated into the objective function or constraints
related to carbon emissions or carbon costs. In [5], the authors suggested a novel distributed
event-triggered secondary control approach with a design of an autonomous microgrid
using a cyber-physical system. However, this method can result in inter-execution times
of zero, leading to the accumulation of event times, also known as the Zeno phenomenon,
which must be avoided in the design of the controller. One study from the literature [6]
proposes a risk-averse, multi-stage method for deploying energy storage in a residential
microgrid, taking into account partial operation constraints and uncertainties in renewable
energy sources. Although these planning methods consider the multi-stage process of
short-term operation, there are no suitable algorithms to solve long-term, hourly, powerful,
transmission-constrained unit commitment (TCUC), and economic dispatch (ED) issues.
Researchers in [7] developed a carbon-constrained locational marginal price based on car-
bon emission flow (CEF) to link the prosumer sides in a hierarchical framework. However,
it does not address joint E&C trading in distribution networks that would allow consumer
participation. In contrast, the generation-based pricing method only imposes a carbon
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tax on generators, which results in additional costs for consumers and creates an uneven
incentive structure. Moreover, these planning methods used in [5–7] cannot be applied to
solve the planning problem for the main grid with transmission constraints.

Over recent years, many researchers have designed and analyzed control approaches
for the voltage source inverter (VSI). A poloidal field power system (PFPS), consisting of
grid-interfaced VSIs along with a three-level H-bridge converter, has been introduced in [8]
using MPPT control and current control. However, this method does not guarantee optimal
power sharing. In [9–11] the authors have managed the active and reactive power control
in grid-connected microgrids to ensure power sharing while the VSI is not overloaded.
However, the power coordinate control strategy does not guarantee an optimal adjustment
of the DC link voltage. The scholars in [12] have utilized predictive control (PC) for a
single-stage microgrid. However, PC involves a huge number of parameters to define a
rejection for the disturbances and they may not recover input fluctuations well. In [13], the
researchers have introduced a nonlinear controller using back-stepping and a Lyapunov
scheme in a single-stage microgrid. However, this method has limitations as it requires
extensive information about the network situations, complex calculations, the generation
of a higher amplitude of control signal, and the presence of steady-state error. In [14], dual-
stage grid-interfaced photovoltaic systems connected to unbalanced and nonlinear loads
have been controlled using a distributing current generator approach. Nonetheless, this
approach increases harmonics in transit duration during steady states. D-STATCOM for
harmonic minimization using a power balance approach was utilized in [15]. However, this
approach causes variation in the DC voltage signal. In [16], the authors performed efficient
analysis and control of a grid-connected proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)
using active and reactive power control. However, there were some limitations in this
tactic, such as the air flowing in the opposite direction, which delays the working of the PI
controller and decreases the effectiveness throughout the transient control. In [17], optimal
voltage regulation in the grid contains three-phase DSTATCOM and the modular multilevel
inverter (MMI) along with DC voltage and current control. However, the response of the
controller against the changes in the microgrid is slow. A single-stage PV-system-driven
utility grid controlled with an order generalized integrator quadrature (ISOGI-Q) in [18],
and an improved second-order generalized integrator with frequency-locked loop (ISOGI-
FLL) in [19], are used to improve the power quality of the grid. However, both ISOGI-Q
and ISOGI-FLL have low performance when they are combined with the DC offset which
produces high variation and more harmonics in the frequency. In [20–22], the researchers
introduced the control of a photovoltaic distribution static compensator (PV-DSTATCOM)
interfaced with the utility grid to improve power quality. The control utilizes a least mean
fourth (LMF) algorithm, a leaky least mean fourth (LLMF) algorithm, and a leaky least
mean logarithmic fourth (LLMLF), respectively. However, all of these algorithms may
suffer from the weight drift issue in some situations. In the literature, the authors of [23,24]
have used the least mean square (LMS) algorithm, and the variable leaky least mean square
(VLLMS) in [25], along with adaptive filters to suppress the harmonic current control
strategy. However, these algorithms may suffer deviation because of the lack of spectral
excitation or intermittent irradiance in PV. In [26], a combination of multilayer perceptron
(MLP) and neural networks to overcome unbalanced situations is demonstrated. However,
this combination is time-consuming because every independent variable in the network is
affected by all other variables which led to difficulty in the computations.

Scientists tried to improve power quality using different kinds of artificial intelligence,
such as reasoning and learning methods with metaheuristics algorithms [27]. In [28],
for reasoning and learning methods to estimate the reliability of the control system, the
fuzzy critic method was used. Similarly, refs [29,30] utilized fuzzy logic for power qual-
ity resilience. However, these methods need a high level of programming and more
training tasks.

Nowadays, metaheuristics are more popular due to their advanced level of solutions
for different electrical problems. The authors in [31] have utilized the particle swarm (PSO)
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algorithm, and the hybrid squirrel search algorithm with the whale optimization algorithm
(SSAWO) in [32], to improve the dynamic performance of the system, even though PSO and
SSAWO suffer from limitations such as slow convergence and a fall in local optima. The
researchers have presented real and reactive power control along with a fractional-order
PI (FOPI) controller to improve the dynamic performance of fuel cells (FC) for on-grid
systems. Then, a modified flower pollination algorithm (MFPA), harmony search (HS), and
electromagnetic field optimization (EFO) have been utilized to enhance power quality [33].
However, this control method generates a long steady-state error, while MFPA, HS, and
EFO do not guarantee the optimal selection of the FOPI controller’s parameters. In [34],
the authors presented the emperor penguin optimizer (EPO) to adjust the initial setting
of duty cycle and tune the parameters of the controllers in the PV-grid-driven system. A
combination of fuzzy logic and particle swarm optimization (PSO) along with the objective
function as mean square error was developed in [35]. This control strategy has achieved
advanced performance in controlling off-grid photovoltaic systems.

This paper proposes an effective control strategy to control DC voltage, active power,
and reactive power control in grid-connected microgrids. It depends on combining DC
control and P/Q control to have a fully supervised system. The classical control methods
in grid-connected microgrids face a lot of challenges, such as failure when the nonlinear is
connected due to a high level of harmonics and the absence of a DC regulation mechanism.
Moreover, the outcome of real and reactive power suffers heavy fluctuations during the
transition conditions [36].

In brief, the objectives of the given research are as follows:

- Introduce an efficient method for the reliable execution of the PV-interfaced
utility grid.

- Regulate active and reactive power and guarantee optimal power sharing.
- Decrease the fluctuations in real and reactive power which lead to reduced

power losses.
- Fine-tune the DC-link voltage.
- Improve the transient response significations (percentage overshoot, settling time).
- Enhance the dynamic response of the proposed method using PSO and GBO.

The paper is organized as follows: Microgrid configuration is presented in Section 2.
The optimization procedure is described in Section 3. Results and discussions are provided
in Section 4. Finally, we draw conclusions and point to future work in Section 5.

2. Microgrid Configuration

Figure 3 shows the PV network interfaced with a three-phase utility grid consisting of
different modules. The photovoltaic modules, LC filter, linear/nonlinear loads, DC-link
capacitance, VSI, and the proposed control design are the main components.

In this study, two levels of voltage source inverter (VSI) were used for a three-phase
circuit which is symbolized by three legs. In every leg, there are two electronic switches.
Depending on the switches’ functions for the desired operation, the required AC voltage
from the input DC voltage is required. In addition, the switches have six dynamic cases
and two inactive cases. VSI is the most important component in the network, which can
integrate control methods to achieve optimal operation in the grid-interfaced microgrid.
VSI needs an appropriate control strategy to have an effective damping of the oscillation in
real and reactive power output waveforms during different operating scenarios [37].
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2.1. Proposed DC Voltage, Active and Reactive Power (DC-V-PQ) Control of Grid-
Connected Microgrid

This control method consists of DC voltage control, active–reactive power control, and
current control as shown in Figure 4.
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Controlling a PV-connected utility grid using a combination of DC voltage control,
active power control, and reactive power control on the d axis and q axis has several
advantages over controlling the DC voltage only. One of the main advantages is improved
power quality. By controlling both the active and reactive power, the system can help
to ensure that the grid is being supplied with the correct amount of power while also
maintaining a stable voltage level. This can help to prevent voltage fluctuations and power
outages, which can occur when the grid is not properly regulated. Moreover, efficiency is
also improved. By using a combination of DC voltage control and active/reactive power
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control, it is possible to achieve a more stable and efficient system. The MPPT algorithm
can help to optimize the power output of the PV panels, while the PI controllers can help
to adjust the power factor and control the active and reactive power [38].

On the other hand, regulating the DC voltage only can have some limitations. For
example, voltage fluctuations may happen due to changes in the temperature and the
irradiance of sunlight, which can cause power outages and damage to the devices connected
to the utility grid. Moreover, by not controlling the active and nonactive power, the grid
may be supplied with an incorrect amount of power, leading to an inefficient system [39].

There are several benefits of using transformations between the ABC, stationary dq0,
and rotating alpha-beta-zero (αβ0) reference frames in electrical systems:

(1) These reference frames can simplify the analysis and control of electrical systems
and improve their dynamic performance [40]. (2) The dq0 transformation can decouple
systems into two independent subsystems, making them easier to analyze and control.
(3) The use of these reference frames can help to improve the power quality of electrical
systems by isolating and identifying harmonics that can cause problems, such as voltage
distortion and increased losses [41].

2.2. DC Voltage Control

The proposed control strategy comprises maximum power point tracking (MPPT) and
adjusting DC voltage control.

2.2.1. MPPT P&O

The perturb and observe (P&O) procedure is commonly used in MPPT controllers due
to its easy implementation and simplicity. The main principle of MPPT P&O depends on
the conditions of the voltage and the power [42]. P&O is utilized for MPPT in photovoltaic
systems, and functions by making slight adjustments, referred to as “perturbing,” to the
operating voltage or current of the PV system, and then observing the resulting change
in power output. The process of perturbing involves making small modifications to the
voltage or current, while observing refers to measuring the power output after these
changes have been made. For instance, if the PV system is currently operating at a specific
voltage and current, and the algorithm is investigating whether increasing the voltage will
lead to a higher power output, the algorithm will make a small increment to the voltage,
and then measure the new power output. If the new power output is greater than the
previous output, it suggests that the new voltage is closer to the maximum power point,
and the algorithm will continue to raise the voltage. However, if the new power output is
less than the previous output, it implies that the new voltage is not at the maximum power
point, and the algorithm will decrease the voltage. By repeating this process of perturbing
and observing, the algorithm can gradually converge on the maximum power point. Once
the maximum power point is reached, the algorithm will keep the system operating at that
point to optimize power output [43].

In this case, the algorithm must swap the direction of the perturb voltage to near MPP.
After every perturb execution, the existing current I(k) and voltage V(k) are measured,
and the power P(k) is calculated. After that, it is compared with the former perturb
execution. If the error of voltage e (V) and error of power e (P) are more than zero, then the
algorithm keeps the operation in the same direction without change (C = 0). Alternatively,
the algorithm works inversely to bring the operating point near MPP, where C is the
difference between the current output voltage (Vre f (k)) and the previous output voltage
(Vre f (k− 1)) [44]. Figure 5 illustrates the conventional MPPT P&O.
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2.2.2. Adjusting DC Voltage Control

In this control, the reference DC voltage (VDC−re f ) is generated by MPPT. This VDC−re f
value was compared with the measured DC voltage value to set the DC value near to the
nominal DC voltage value. Moreover, this process creates DC error (VDC−err). The VDC−err
is calculated as:

VDC−err = VDC−re f −VDC (1)

where VDC is the measured value of DC volt. Following the control signal, (DDC) is
produced from the digital PI controller and is added to the active power d axis [45]. It can
be given by the following formula:

DDC = VDC−err ×
(

KP + KI ×
(

Ts × z
z− 1

))
(2)

where Ts is the sample time of the error signal and KP, KI are the gains of the PI controller,
z indicates the z-conversion of the discrete-time signal of the PI-controller-based closed-loop
control system [46].

2.3. Real and Reactive Power References

The output signal of DC voltage control adjusts the real power reference (Pre f ). This
process does not take into account power losses from the voltage source inverter (VSI). The
active power, which is roughly equal to the power drawn from the DC side terminals of
the VSI, is affected by the difference between the active power at the inverter (Pinv) and the
incoming PV power (PPV). This difference is then integrated by the DC-link capacitor (C),
causing the voltage to either increase or decrease. In a steady state, the voltage will settle at
the desired level (VDC−re f ), a result of the integral term of KV(s), and Pinv becomes equal
to PPV , which can be expressed as

d
dt

(
1
2

CV2
DC

)
≈ PPV − Pinv (3)

Figure 6 demonstrates the real power reference generation.
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The aim of the nonactive power control is to deliver the desired amount of reactive
power to the point of common coupling (PCC), which is defined by the reference value
for reactive power (Qre f ). In most PV designs, the Qre f is set to zero in order to maintain a
unity power factor with the grid [47].

2.4. Active and Reactive Power (PQ) Control

The PQ controller utilizes PI controllers and, then converts abc into dq reference frame
which is well known as Park’s transformation [48]. This conversion is essential, since PI
controllers do not perform this task with AC signals. Therefore, to obtain the desired
operation of PI controllers, it must be used with DC signals or stationary transformation
signals. In order to obtain the rotational angle (ωt), the classical phase-lock loop (PLL)
has been utilized. The variable ωt is very definite for Clark’s and Park’s transformation to
obtain the optimal signals of voltage and current in the d-q axis, since in the grid-connected
mode of MG operation the real and reactive power is transacted between microgrid and
the utility. Thus, the voltage and current of the inverter in the d-q axis are measured to
check the exact power provided by the inverter [49]. The existing real and imaginary power
produced by the inverter can be calculated as

Pinv =
3
2

(
vd(inv) × id(inv) + vq(inv) × iq(inv)

)
(4)

Qinv =
3
2

(
vq(inv) × id(inv) − vd(inv) × iq(inv)

)
(5)

where Pinv, Qinv denote the measured active and reactive power at the inverter.

Vd(inv), vq(inv) represent the voltage of the inverter using the d-q axis.
id(inv), iq(inv) represent the currents in the d axis and the q axis, respectively.

In order to obtain the optimal error signals of the power, the reference real power (Pre f )
is used in the d axis and the reference of imaginary power (Qre f ) is used in the q axis. After
that, the error signals are evaluated using PI controllers to obtain current reference signals
in the d-q axis. This procedure can be stated as

i∗d =
(

Pre f − Pinv

)(
kpp +

kip

s

)
(6)

i∗q =
(

Qre f −Qinv

)(
kpq +

kiq

s

)
(7)

where i∗d , and i∗q represent the current control signal after power controller in the d axis
and the q axis, respectively. kpp, kip and kpq, kiq are the gains of the power control loop
PI controllers for the upper and lower arm, respectively [50].

2.5. Current Control Strategy

The main objective of utilizing the current control approach is to maintain the tracking
of the reference signals of current in the d-q axis that are extracted from three phase signals
of the utility [51]. This tracking depends on synchronous transformation and two PI
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controllers which are used to minimize the current error. Following this, the voltage of the
inverter in the d-q axis is applied and then the current of the utility in the d-q axis is utilized
to stabilize the steady state. The output signals from the current controller represent the
optimal voltage control signal

(
V∗d , V∗q

)
synchronous frame [52]. In the synchronous d-q

frame, the reference voltage signals can be expressed as[
V∗d
V∗q

]
=

[
−Kp −ωLs
ωLs −Kp

][
id
iq

]
+

[
Kp 0
0 Kp

][
i∗d
i∗q

]
+

[
Ki 0
0 Ki

][
Xd
Xq

]
+

[
Vsd
Vsq

]
(8)

where the superscript “*” denotes the reference values,

dXd
dt

= i∗d − id, and
dXq

dt
= i∗q − iq

By applying Clarke’s transformation, we can produce clean signals in the α− β frame.
These signals are appropriate to be utilized with space vector pulse modulation (SVPWM)
that injects the gate of VSI [53]. This can be expressed as

Vα

Vβ

V0

 =
2
3

Va
Vb
Vc




1 − 1
2 −0.5

0
√

3
2 −

√
3

2
1
2

1
2

1
2

 (9)

where Vα, Vβ, and V0 represent the voltages using the α− β frame, while Va, Vb, and Vc
represent the voltages using the abc frame.

2.6. Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM)

In recent studies, the SVPWM technique is utilized with VSI network to provide the
optimal pulse modulation for the VSI’s switches with a focus on the required three-phase
signals [54]. The primary vector’s angle is zero, then the combination between state of the
primary vector and the other vectors produces eight variant vectors that differ from the
primary vector in magnitude and angle [55].

2.7. Harmonics Standard

In any network, the harmonic levels must be defined in a range to have an acceptable
waveform of the measured components, such as voltage and current, whereas different
kinds of loads will have different levels in %age of harmonics as it is established in different
standards. These standards, such as the IEEE standard and the standards of many compa-
nies around the world, recommend the limitation of the distortion for both voltage and
current [56]. In linear loads, the measured THD of the grid supply (voltage and current) is
less than 5%. However, current distortion for a nonlinear load is referred to as the THD,
and is taken in percentages as follows:

- For twelve pulse devices—14% (also acceptable for modern IGBTs devices).
- For six pulse devices—30%.
- For four pulses devices—45% (single-phase devices) [57].

3. Optimization Procedure

The optimization process is adopted to find the optimal response of the system in
different scenarios [58]. For this purpose, the particle swarm optimization algorithm
(PSO) and the gradient optimization (GBO) algorithm have been used to find the optimal
parameters of PI controllers in the outer loop along with two objective functions. The
objective functions used ITAE and a specially developed one called (OF), and all of them
are discussed in detail.
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3.1. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm

PSO is a benchmark metaheuristic optimization algorithm which imitates the nature
of swarms of birds and was invented by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995. It is applied to
discover the search domain until it obtains the best value [59]. PSO has been utilized in
several engineering fields because of its powerful search features.

The fundamental steps of the PSO algorithm can be expressed as follows:

Step 1: Evaluating the value of the objective function for all particles.
Step 2: Renewing local (Pn

best,i) and global (Gn
best,i) best values of the positions.

Step 3: Updating the values of the velocity and positions of each particle.
Step 4: Updating the values of the inertia and the next generation [60].

PSO procedure can be expressed depending on the following mathematical equations:

vn
i (k + 1) = w(k) vn

i (k) + C1r1

(
Pn

best,i − xn
i (k)

)
+ C2r2

(
Gn

best,i − xn
i (k)

)
(10)

xn
i (k + 1) = xn

i (k) + vn
i (k + 1) (11)

where xn
i (k + 1), xn

i (k) are the new and former positions of the particle, respectively,
vn

i (k + 1), vn
i (k) are the new and former velocities, w(k) is the inertia value, Pn

best,i is the
best position for the particle (i) in the generation (k), while Gn

best,i is the best position
for the maximum number of generations. C1, C2 are the cognitive and social learning
operators. r1, r2 are two random values in the range [0, 1]. The renewing of the direction
includes three parts: previous velocity w(k)vn

i (k), particles update Λ1R1

(
Pn

best,i − xn
i (k)

)
,

and swarm update Λ2R2

(
Gn

best,i − xn
i (k)

)
. Figure 7 illustrates the basic phenomena of

particle movement toward the optimal solution [61].
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Figure 7. Basic phenomena of particle movement toward the optimal solution.

3.2. Gradient Optimizer Algorithm (GBO)

GBO is one of the most modern algorithms, which contains two mechanisms: gradient
search rule and local escaping operator [62]. Figure 8 portrays the sketch map of GBO.
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3.2.1. Gradient Search Rule

The proposed GSR helps the GBO to account for the random behavior during the
optimization process, promoting exploration and escaping local optima. The direction
of movement (DM) is used to create a suitable local search tendency to promote the
convergence speed of the GBO algorithm. Based on the GSR and DM, the following
equation is used to update the position of the current vector (xm

n ):

X1m
n = xm

n − randn× ρ1 ×
2∆x× xm

n
(xworst − xbest + ε)

+ rand× ρ2 × (xbest − xm
n ) (12)

In which ρ1 and ρ2 are given by

ρ1 = 2× rand× α− α (13)

α =

∣∣∣∣β× sin
(

3π

2
+ sin

(
β× 3π

2

))∣∣∣∣ (14)

β = βmin + (βmax − βmin)×
(

1−
( m

M

)3
)2

(15)

ρ2 = 2× rand× α− α (16)

where βmin and βmax are 0.2 and 1.2, respectively, m is the number of iterations, and M is
the total number of iterations. randn is a normally distributed random number, and ε is a
small number within the range of [0, 0.1].

∆x = rand(1 : N)× |step| (17)

step =

(
xbest − xm

r1
)
+ δ

2
(18)

δ = 2× rand×
(∣∣∣∣ xm

r1 + xm
r2 + xm

r3 + xm
r4

4
− xm

n

∣∣∣∣) (19)

where rand(1 : N) is a random number with N dimensions, r1, r2, r3, and r4 (r1 6= r2 6=
r3 6= r4 6= n) are different integers randomly chosen from [1, N], step is a step size, which
is determined by xbest and xm

r1.
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By replacing the position of the best vector (xbest) with the current vector (xm
n ) in the

above equation, the new vector (X2m
n ) can be generated as follows:

X2m
n = xbest − randn× ρ1 ×

2∆x× xm
n

(ypm
n − yqm

n + ε)
+ rand× ρ2 × (xm

r1 − xm
r2) (20)

In which

ypn = rand×
(
[zn+1 + xn]

2
+ rand× ∆x

)
(21)

yqn = rand×
(
[zn+1 + xn]

2
− rand× ∆x

)
(22)

Based on the positions X1m
n , X2m

n , and the current position (Xm
n ), the new solution at

the next iteration (xm+1
n ) can be written as

xm+1
n = ra × (rb × X1m

n + (1− rb)× X2m
n ) + (1− ra)× X3m

n (23)

X3m
n = Xm

n − ρ1 × (X2m
n − X1m

n ) (24)

3.2.2. Local Escaping Operator

Local escaping operator (LEO) is developed to increase the effectiveness of GBO. The
LEO produces a solution with superior performance (Xm

LEO) by using different solutions,
which contain the best position (xbest), the solutions X1m

n and X2m
n , two random solutions

xm
r1 and xm

r2, and a new randomly generated solution (xm
k ). The solution Xm

LEO is generated
by the following scheme:

i f rand < pr

Xm
LEO = Xm+1

n + f1 × (u1 × xbest − u2 × xm
k ) + f2 × ρ1 × (u3 × (X2m

n − X1m
n ) + u2 × (xm

r1 − xm
r2))/2 (25)

Xm+1
n = Xm

LEO

else

Xm
LEO = xbest + f1 × (u1 × xbest − u2 × xm

k ) + f2 × ρ1 × (u3 × (X2m
n − X1m

n ) + u2 × (xm
r1 − xm

r2))/2 (26)

Xm+1
n = Xm

LEO

end

end

where f1 is a uniform random number in the range of [−1, 1], f2 is a random number from
a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1, pr is the probability,
and u1, u2, and u3 are three random numbers, which are defined as

u1 = L1 × 2× rand + (1− L1) (27)

u2 = L1 × rand + (1− L1) (28)

u3 = L1 × rand + (1− L1) (29)

where L1 is a binary parameter with a value of 0 or 1. If parameter µ1 is less than 0.5,
the value of L1 is 1, otherwise it is 0. To determine the solution xm

k in Equation (35), the
following scheme is suggested:

xm
k =

{
xrand i f µ2 < 0.5
xm

p otherwise
(30)
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xrand = Xmin + rand(0, 1)×(Xmax − Xmin) (31)

where xrand is a new solution, xm
p is a randomly selected solution of the population

(p ∈ [1, 2, . . . , N]), and µ2 is a random number in the range of [0, 1]. Equations (35)
and (36) can be simplified as

xm
k = L2 × xm

p + (1− L2)× xrand (32)

where L2 is a binary parameter with a value of 0 or 1. If µ2 is less than 0.5, the value of L2
is 1, otherwise it is 0 [63].

3.3. Objective Function

Integral time absolute error (ITAE) is the most used error objective function due to its
advanced performance against the rivals in many cases [64]. It can be formulated in the
d-axis and q-axis as:

ITAEd =
∫ ∞

0
t|e(t)d| dt (33)

ITAEq =
∫ ∞

0
t|e(t)d| dt (34)

ITAET = Min
{∫ ∞

0
t|e(t)d| dt +

∫ ∞

0
t
∣∣e(t)q

∣∣ dt
}

(35)

where t is the current simulation time, e(t)d refers to the error signal in the d axis,
e(t)q refers to the error signal in the q axis, and ITAET is the total ITAE function.

However, the selection of the optimal controller’s parameters depends on the design
of a suitable objective function. In many studies, the fitness function is developed to ac-
complish the optimal execution with specific constraints: minimum overshoot/undershoot,
minimum steady-state error, and THD. These novel objective functions have been examined
with similar restrictions mentioned in [65–67].

According to that, the objective function was sensibly selected as follows:

OF = Min
{

ITAEd + ITAEq + THDI + MP + ts + tp + tr
}

(36)

where ITAEd is ITAE in the d axis, ITAEq is ITAE in the q axis. From Vrms, specifications
could be obtained, such as maximum overshoot (MP), settling time (ts), peak time ( tp), and
rise time (tr), and THDI is the THD of the three-phase current. Figure 9 shows the objective
function formulation [68]. The parameters of PI controllers required to be optimized in a
grid-connected microgrid and their range are as follows:

10 ≤ KPd ≤ 20
1 ≤ KId ≤ 10

−60 ≤ KPq ≤ −20
1 ≤ KIq ≤ 10

where KPd, KPq are the proportional parameters of PI controllers in the d and q axis,
respectively. Similarly, KId, KIq are the integral parameters of PI controllers in the d and
q axis, respectively.
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4. Results and Discussions

In this section, the case studies are introduced. Then, the tuning process using op-
timization algorithms to incur the advanced performance of the proposed approach is
carried out. To assess the proposed control method, a microgrid system was built as shown
in Figure 3 and examined using MATLAB/Simulink (R2021a) on a desktop computer run-
ning Windows 10 Enterprise 64-bit with an Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-8500 CPU processor and
8.00 GB RAM. The hyper parameters of the system are delineated in Table 2.

Table 2. Simulation parameters for the proposed systems.

Hyper Variables Value

Root-mean-square voltage (Vrms) 240 V
Rated frequency ( f ) 50 Hz

Switching frequency ( fsw) 10 KHz
DC link voltage (VDC) 740

DC link capacitor (Clink) 30 mF
Inverter choke (RL) of LC filter R = 0.0017 Ω, L = 0.54656 mH

Filter (C) parameters (QC, PC) of LC filter QC = 10 Kvar
PC = QC × 0.02 = 200 W

Source impedance of the utility grid R = 1 Ω, L = 6 mH
Linear load 1 40 KW, 20 KVar
Linear load 2 40 KW, 20 KVar

Nonlinear load KW, 10 KVar

4.1. Case Study

The work proceeded by taking two systems during unbalanced load conditions. The
system is controlled using the proposed DC voltage, active, and reactive power (DC V-P-Q)
control of a grid-connected PV system through VSI.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method and to explain its impact in im-
proving the power quality of the system, the proposed controller is implemented in a test
applying linear load 1 at 0.05 (s), nonlinear load at the interval (0.15, 0.2) s, and unbalanced
loads at 0.25 s.

4.2. Optimization of the Grid-Interfaced Microgrid

In this sub-section, the optimization has been employed on the proposed systems in
order to assess the steady-state response, dynamic response, and also the harmonic distortion.
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The tuning process of PI controllers in outer loops has been achieved using PSO and
GBO algorithms. The optimized parameters obtained at the end of the optimization process
are provided in Table 3.

Table 3. Optimized parameters obtained at the end of the simulation.

Optimization Objective
Function KPd KId KPq KIq

Best Fitness
Value

Conventional – 16.5 6.5 −30.5 5.5 –

PSO
ITAE 31.9084 3.8527 −42.6328 2.9207 6.3401
OF 17.2707 7.8545 −49.8979 1.8395 783.8754

GBO
ITAE 81.96074 11.082475 −64.22046 5.01357 2.7762
OF 53.66902 4.6988 −37.3261 2.51749 413.8754

The best objective function values gained using PSO and GBO for the grid-connected
microgrid are given in Figure 10. Furthermore, during the operation of the microgrid
with load demand change, the given algorithms provide stability to the system. It can
be observed that GBO demonstrates early and high-speed convergence compared
to the competitors because of its covenant arrangement for the exploration and
exploitation process.
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Figure 11 demonstrates tuned DC voltage in a grid-connected microgrid. The proposed
control method maintains the DC voltage rate within the acceptable range around the
nominal DC voltage. However, GBO obtains the best signal response in terms of fast
response, and less value in both overshoot and undershoot value.
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Figure 11. Tuned DC voltage in grid-connected microgrid.

To verify the optimal control of the real power, Figure 12 illustrates the real power
signal at the inverter in different scenarios. The DG unit keeps its output stable, which
proves the validity of the proposed control method. The microgrid meets the total load
demand based on its maximum generated power by PV. Henceforth, GBO obtained the
best active power wave injected from the PV system.
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Figure 12. Tuned active power signal at inverter in grid-connected microgrid.

Figure 13 demonstrates the active power signal at load in the tuned grid-connected
microgrid, whereas the proposed method-based algorithms have pumps of equivalent
value of active power to the load. Moreover, the rate of active power is updated with the
same rate when the load has changed after competing for the desired power from the utility,
whereas the proposed controller-based GBO confirms the robust tracking behavior during
the variation of the load.
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Figure 13. Tuned active power signal at load in grid-connected microgrid.

The proposed controller inserts the reactive power depending on the reference value,
which is zero, to keep the reactive value near zero. Moreover, self-tuning by different
algorithms provides equal load sharing between the microgrid and upstream during
load changes (linear load 1, nonlinear load, and linear load 2). Moreover, the GBO-
based controller achieves the target with the best dynamic response among its coun-
terparts. Figure 14 depicts the tuned reactive power signal at the inverter in the grid-
connected microgrid.
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Figure 14. Tuned reactive power signal at the inverter in grid-connected microgrid.

Figure 15 shows the reactive power signal at load in the tuned grid-connected mi-
crogrid. Reactive power-sharing between the grid-supporting VSIs is confirmed during
different scenarios, whilst the proposed method-based PSO is significantly high compared
to the case of the proposed method-based GBO.
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The enhancement of the transient response in the disturbance interval points to the
possession of a sufficient power quality for the system requirements for the connection
between the PV system and the utility grid as recommended by the standards. Table 4
shows a comparison between controller-based PSO and GBO in terms of transient response.

Table 4. Comparison between controller-based PSO and GBO in terms of transient response.

Subject Studied Condition Method Over-Shoot/
Undershoot (%)

Peak
Time (s)

Settling
Time (s)

PV
Active
Power

Inset of Linear Load 1
PSO 35.6207 0.5166 0.5194
GBO 29.8195 0.5123 0.5166

Inset of Nonlinear Load
PSO 58.9623 1.5257 1.5268
GBO 57.50732 1.51961 1.5207

Inset of Linear Load 2
PSO 33.8506 2.5827 2.6408
GBO 31.5634 2.5374 2.5709

PV
Reactive
Power

Inset of Linear Load 1
PSO 29.8249 0.5354 0.54627
GBO 29.5341 0.53102 0.5385

Inset of Nonlinear Load
PSO 38.8501 1.5361 1.5459
GBO 37.9556 1.52968 1.5456

Inset of Linear Load 2
PSO 15.1476 2.5216 2.6412
GBO 13.2463 2.51860 2.57921

In order to justify the optimal dynamic response, the current of the system is examined
three times within ten cycles. The first time was during inserting the linear load 1 at 0.05 s.
Second was during inserting the nonlinear load in the interval between 0.15 and 0.2 s. The
third was at 0.25 s, along with inserting linear load 2. The results show that pure sinusoidal
waves with high quality in different algorithms were used along with the proposed method,
whereas the GBO-based control method obtained the best results. Figure 16 shows the
THD of line current of the tuned grid-interfaced PV after inserting linear load 1, Figure 17
illustrates the THD of line current of the tuned grid-interfaced PV after inserting nonlinear
load, and Figure 18 displays the THD of line current of the tuned grid-interfaced PV after
inserting linear load 2.
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This study delivers a brief analysis of the proposed method, and tuning using opti-
mization algorithms. The design of the objective function plays a significant role in the
optimization process to obtain the optimal transient response and adjust power sharing
between PV units and the utility grid. In addition, the proposed method-based GBO has
achieved the best shaving of the peak of the load power by lessening the desired power
from the utility grid, eliminating short duration power spikes.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This work adopted a comprehensive analysis based on a combination of DC volt-
age, active power, and reactive power control (DC V-P-Q), in order to achieve an optimal
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regulation of DC voltage and active and reactive power. Hence, the DC microgrid main-
tains a constant voltage at the DC link capacitor and mitigates the power quality issues
of the microgrid. Moreover, the performance of the transfer of energy based on the real
and reactive power between the microgrid and the utility varied across during differ-
ent scenarios. The results prove the perfection of controlling DC voltage and real and
reactive power.

The application of metaheuristics enhanced the overall decision order ability and
minimized the complication burden. Moreover, the results show that the proposed method-
based GBO has improved with the fastest optimal transient response in different operation
requirements in the grid-connected photovoltaic system. The THD percentage for the
PSO technique was 1.65%, 5.67%, and 1.13% during load disturbances [load 1, load 2, and
load 3], while the THD percentage for the GBO approach was 1.03%, 4.19%, and 0.42%
during the same load disturbances, respectively.

In future work, it would be valuable to further enhance and investigate the following
aspects: (i) Whether the GBO algorithm can be modified and other intelligent algorithms
can be used and developed to attain faster convergence and lower harmonics. (ii) Hardware
tests can be conducted to validate the efficiency of the proposed approaches.
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Nomenclature

Symbols
VDC DC voltage
Ts sample time
fS Switch frequency
KPd Proportional parameter of PI controller in d vector
KPq Proportional parameter of PI controller in q vector
KId Integral parameter of PI controller in d vector
KIq Integral parameter of PI controller in q vector
e(t)d Error in in d vector
e(t)q Error in in q vector
Abbreviations
PV Photovoltaic
VSI Voltage source inverter
PI proportional integral
PID Proportional integral derivative
PSO Particle swarm optimization
IGBT Insulated gate bipolar transistor
ITAE Integral time absolute error
rms Root mean square
P&O Perturb and observe
MPPT Maximum power point tracking
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SVPWM Space vector pulse width modulation
OF Objective function
GBO Gradient-base optimizer
DC V-P-Q DC Voltage, active and reactive power
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